The Insurance Guide To:
Preparing for Spring
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CHAPTER 1:
Spring Cleaning

The key to maintaining a good home is with a Home Insurance policy. You go
to great lengths to keep your home in good shape; make sure your newly
cleaned home is also covered with an insurance policy that suits you and
your family.
Take a second step and take a home inventory! Your home insurance has
several major parts, one of which covers the home itself from major losses
like smoke and fire. Another major part of the home insurance policy covers
your personal items in the home–things like clothing, electronics, and home
decorations.
Ask your local Encharter Insurance agent which coverage is best for your
policy, based on your home inventory. Take the time now to create your
home inventory list, and be worry-free in the future!
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CHAPTER 2:

Driving in Spring

Just as it sounds, collision coverage on car insurance covers you from a loss
if there is damage to your vehicle from a collision. This coverage could help
if you unfortunately hit someone else’s vehicle or property. It would also
help with any expenses to your vehicle or property.
Comprehensive coverage offers protection for any vehicle damage not
resulting from a collision. When you get Auto Insurance, ask your agent
about all areas of coverage and whether to add more to your policy,
because they are important in a number of situations, including
hydroplaning.
Sometimes, hydroplaning can lead to accidents, which are otherwise
unavoidable. Talk to your agent about your limits for collision and
comprehensive as well!
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CHAPTER 3:

Motorcycles in Spring

Before you hit the road, make sure you have the Motorcycle Insurance coverage
that you need. Aside from the coverage it can offer you for accidents, you would
also be grateful for the coverage if your motorcycle was stolen.
When it comes to accidents, make sure you have medical payments coverage in
case you get hurt during a motorcycle accident. As far as avoiding theft, make
sure you secure your bike to a heavy source, remember to take the keys out of
the ignition, and install an alarm system. Getting comprehensive coverage is the
best way to protect you and your bike.
Accidents do happen, and having the right protection for you and your bike is
essential. Talk with your agent to make sure you have the right liability limits
and coverage for accidents and theft.
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CHAPTER 4:
Spring Showers

Due to the high levels of rainfall during the spring months, many local areas
experience flooding, or risk of flooding. Did you know that your basic home
policy does not cover flooding?
A Flood Insurance policy provides protection for any home destruction and
financial devastation that floods can cause. Something as small as a couple of
inches of water in your basement can cause considerable damage, which
means trouble for you.
To find out more about how to protect your home from flood damage, call
your insurance agent and ask about adding flood insurance.
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CHAPTER 5:

St. Patrick’s Day

One thing to keep in mind this St. Patrick’s Day is to be aware that the roads
could be dangerous due to drunk drivers. Don’t drink and drive, and protect
yourself against those who do with the proper Auto Insurance coverage. If
you’re in an accident with someone who either does not have insurance or
who is under-insured, your policy coverage would assist in any damage,
medical and liability payments.
If someone were to leave your house under the influence, you could be held
partially responsible if they got into an accident. Extra liability coverage on
your Homeowners Insurance is always helpful. You may not be able to get an
extra insurance policy just for St. Patrick’s Day, but what about an Umbrella
Insurance policy to protect you year-round?
Part of being a great host is taking care of your guests; make sure you and
your guests are covered this year with the extra liability coverage you might
need. Let Encharter Insurance help you stay safe and smart this St. Patrick’s
Day!
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CHAPTER 6:

Spring into Off-Roading

As an off-road vehicle owner, you are always in for a lot of fun and adventure
whenever you take your dirt bike, ATV, etc. out for a ride. You’ll have more fun
on the trails knowing you are protected if anything should happen. Before you
take to the trails, call us about our Off-Road Vehicle Insurance to make sure
you have the right coverage.
Off-Road Vehicle Insurance can protect you in case an accident to your ride or
property should occur, or if your vehicle was stolen. Having the right coverage
can prevent you from being stuck with damage and replacement costs.
Whether or not coverage is required for your vehicle type, we highly
recommend having insurance for your off-road vehicle. Accidents and damage
can happen and it’s important to be prepared and know you have the
coverage you need.
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CHAPTER 7:

Spring Weather? Boat Time!

The proper Boat Insurance can insure your boat is prepared for spring.
Should an accident occur at the dock or while out on the water with
another person or boat, you may need liability coverage if you are at fault.
Physical damage coverage is optional, but is designed to protect your boat,
motor and trailer. If you or your passengers get hurt out on the water,
medical payments coverage will help cover eligible medical expenses.
Depending on the size of your boat and its engine, you may need additional
coverage. No matter how you use your boat, it is still important to make
sure that you, your passengers and your boat are protected while out on
the water. We understand that all boaters have unique needs, and our
agents are prepared to work with you to personalize your boat insurance
policy that best fits you.
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Get a

Free Insurance Quote!

Call us at 888.865.1244
Or
Visit us at www.encharter.com
Our agents are here to review your policies with
you, making sure that you’re adequately protected, and
that you’re saving as much as possible.
Click here for a free quote!
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